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Protests re Proposed Evaluation, Lack of Discussion, and Cost
Analysis. B-187587. June 20, 1977. 7 pp. + 2 enclosures (3 pp.).
Decision re: Souther`i California Ocean Studies Consoriium; by
Robert F. Keller, Deputy Cosptroller General.
Issue Atea: Federal Procurement of Goods and Services:
Definition of Performance Requirements in Relation to Need
of the Procuring Agency (1902) ; Federal Procarement of Goods
and Services: Reasonableness of Prices Under Negotiited
Contracts and Subcontracts (1904).
Cuntact: Office of the General Counsel: Procurement Law I.
Budget Function: General Government: Other General Governmaet
(806).

Organization Concerned: Department of the Interior; Winzler S
Kelley.
Authority: F.P.R. 1-3.80.5-2. P.P.R. 1-3.807-2(c). 5#,,Comp. Sen.
896. 54 Coap. Gen. 8`98. 54 Comp. Gen. 169. 52 Comp,\A<2an.
686. 51 Comp. Gen. 678. 50 Coup. Gen., 2 390. 50 Coup. ten.
246. 52 Comp. Gen. 358. B-171596 (1971). B-170633 (197C'.
E- 173137 (1) (1971). B-180557 (1974). B-182104 (1974).
B-170181 (1971).
Bidder protested award fcr environmental information
services because its proposal technically evaluated as first
ranked was disregarded in favor of lover technical score but
lower cost proposal. Agency found first three potential

contraictors equal technically so that the only remaining

consideration was cost. The contractor'seleciion was sound,
notwithstandi'iag protester's alleged academic nature and past
experience. Adequate discussion was met when protester was told
proposal employed too many personnel with doctorates and too
many man-hours. Notations on protester's cost proposal show that
minimal requirement for cost analysis was made. Protest was
denied. (DJH)
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Louthern California Ocean Studica Consortius

0
DIC3EST:
.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.

1.

huced on :eview of Department of Interior's evaluation
reccrd evidencing rationale for salection of cost-reimbursement
contrqctor, GAO conclvdeu that raclonale is sound notwithstanding
allegations that past experience and academic nature ref
proteuter ideally suited it to do study in queation.

2..

euential(
AV
4ality

of, technidia oroposals, contracting
offir.eAa decision to awardcontract to offeror submitting
*1t'"tly lower sco'ed, significantly less-costly proposal
did not give Improper emphasis to cost, since decision
merely applied coUmon senae principle that if technical
considerations are essentially equal only remaining consideration
for selection of contractor is cost.

3.

Since contraatiiig officrrtnsists that protester "'was advised
that their proposal was top heavy (;:oo many Ph.D's'), with too
high number of man-hours," and because protester han not
submitted probative evidence contradicting posifion, adequate
discussious were he;ld with company concerning alleged deficiencies.

4.

Notations on successful offeror' s cost proposal show that Department
of Interior complied with minimal regulatory requirements mandating
coat ankalysis as concerns examination of necessity and reasonableness

of proposed coats.
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Southern California Ocean Studiso Consortium (Oceau Studies) has
questioned the 'award of a contract by the Dopurtusent of the Interior
to Wiazler & Kelley, consulting engineers, for a "Summary anAd Analysis
of Environmental Information of. the] Central and Northern'California
Coastal Zone and Offshore Areas." Lhb azntn point of Ocea'n Studies'
protest is that the nerit contained in its first-ranked proposal
was improperly disregarded in favor of a lower-icored, albeit lowercoSt, proposal.

Interior does not dispute the pCo'ester'u'allegation that ±ts
proposal was ranked first by the technitcal evaluation committee.
Neither does Interior deny that the technical committee rncoended that
the award be made to Ocean Studies Instead oz: Winiler & Kelley.
Interior insists, however, that it made a proper award.

Interior points' biut that it held discussions with

all five

offeirors,who submitted initial propoials under the REP "in ajire of the
wide disptarities in both scores (ranting fron 73.92 to'107.41] and
coats (ranging from approximately $211,000 tce $363,000]," Thus "on
June 18 and 21, 1976, each offeror was called and the proposals and
evaluations were discusoed in detail, and revised proposals were
requested by June 30, 1976."
Intertzr further explains that the "racing variation" aaorg
the three beu. and final praposals was "only 8.1X." The final
wcnres and proposed costs were:

Ocean 1 udles
Wiuzler & Kelley
(3rd ofieror)

Score

Proposed Cost
(approximately)

f18.85
110.93
108. 23

$334,000
$211,00O
$247,000

Because of the "closeness of the three top technical scores,, Interior
further explainls, "cost entered into the deliberations" in selecting
the successful offeror. The contracting officer explains:
"While cost, in iAcordance with FfR 1-3.805-2, was not
heretofore considered as an evaluation factor (except for
evaluating realism of proposed costs and as an evaluation
of the offerors' understanding of the effort involved),
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because of the closeness of the three (3) top technical
scorns (8.11 difference between first and third], cost
enterad into the deliberations. Since even the lowest
tmchnically ranking' offerors had submitted acceptable
proposals, and four (4) of the fivs (5) original offers
were forilESs than $230,000.00, it was deemed that a
proposed cost In the $200,000 - $250,000 range should
properly be considered reasonable.
"Therefore, in accordance with FPR 1-3.80.5-2, which states,
;* * * the primary consideration in determining to whom the
award shall be made is: which contractor can perform the
conract in a manner most advantageous to the Government,'
a decision va& made to award the contract to Winzler and
|IA'ley for a tot&l estimated coat plus flied fee of (211,365."
,.

Ocean Studies has taken ezception to this position. The
association says that the eaphasia giveui to the ldwness of the successful
Ia,'i;rort a proposed costs in selecting WiZiler & Kelley was arbitrary and
ran counter to the directive in Federal Procurement Regtulitions (EPA)
S 1-3.805-2 (1964 ed. cire. l) that oatinated coats shall not be controlliug
|in selecting a contractor for the award of a corntt-reimbursement contract.
Ocean Studies' further arguments may be suemarized as followS:
(1) An academic institution' of the type represented by Ocean
Studiia is best suited to carrying out the subject study;
(2) The past experience of Ocean Studies wakes it ideally suited
to carry out the study;
(3) The contracting officer acted improperiy in disregarding the
*
technical evaluation comittee'a analynis;

*1

(4) When the contractijg' officer discussed Ocean Studies proposal
with the association he should have conveyed precisely the areas
of the propoaal needing improvement-especiallyas to any
area in which Ocean Studies' proposed effort was deemed excessive;
(5) The analysis of the successful offeror'rs cost proposal was not
as thorough as the review made of Ocean Studies' proposal and,
because of the lack of detail concerning the degree of effort
in the successful offeror's technical/management proposal,
Interior "cannot be sure exactly how much will be done for
the lower bid (of Winzler & Kelley]."
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Th&e'award of nogotiated contracts in general sand the award of negotiated
cout-reinsursement con tracts In particular necessarily involve a considerable
range of aiministradive discretion, Unlike the award of adi'rtised
contractA, there are no statutes or regulation. specifying th. precise
method of determining the successful, offeror for a given procurement
Given the wide-ranging,discretion accorded agencies in selecting
the successful offercr in a negotiated procurement, it is not surprising
that challenges are frcqueutly advanced by unsuccessful offerori against
awards of negotiated contracts. If it is uot surprising that challenges
sre frequently mounted against these awards, it 3hould also not be
surprising that our Office has been extremely circumspect in sustaining
these challenges. As we stated in Tracor Jitco. Inc., 54 Cop. Gen. 896,
893 (1975). 75-1 CD 253:
"Tracor asmerts that it sh'oild have received award
because fts higher-rated.technical; proposal represented
gresater

aIjue t'W&u 'Sotui-st's offer.

flilr

complaints1

questi'iiiiig agency decisiona i6\ weighing codt/technical
'trade-olfs,' have been c/tksiaered bt' our Office in recent
years. St=, for axamplo.'i r of ILCDover, 8 Z18210 4 ,
Novembept.29, 19T74; 52 Comp. Gen. 6 8 6 j '1973); 51 id.
678 f(1972); B-170181; February 22, 1971; 50 Cmap. Gesi...
246 (1970). Uniformly,, we rWe'agre'ed with the exercise
of the adminlsireittive discr.tion involved-±n the-abserce
of atn clear showing that'the' exercised discAttcu wes
rationaily founded-'-as to' whe'their a.given technical point
sproad between 6ompetitive-raiifroffiroru rihnwed that the
higher-scored propoiil was te'.iisicailyly supeior.,
su0`*'ior... On.
On a
findihg that te'chnical sunerlfriity &8As sh'own hk the point
spread'and accoi6pant
echnieal rn-rrative, we have upheld
awards'.to" concerns subrailt~
g uperfor proposals, although
the awards wore made at coses "aghe- tha those proposed
iu';technicaily knferiiorpropssnls. g52 Comp. Gen. 358
(1972);iB-171696, J&iy&-20, 1971; 3B 170633, fay 3, 1971.
Similarly, on a findiug&ithAtthe~poit
score and technical
nairativu did not in'dibtae superioiry in the higherranked proposal, we have upheld awards 'to offerorls'\Naubmitting
less costly, albeit lower-scored techizical proposals.

See

5 Comp. Cen. 686 (i973); 50 id., Rupra.
This reflects
oer view that the procuring agency's
aevalustiion of proposed
costs and technical approaches are entitled to great weight
since the agencies are in the best position to determine
4
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nrals, of costs Add corresponding technical spproachuv
Matter of.. R,;ya~r~n
!oan,
54 Coup. Gen. 169 (1974)
5U i'd 390 (197p). Our practice of dnferrtag to the
agency involved in coat/technical trade-off judgment.
WUs been fo11 wed eyen when the agency official
ultimately reuponaidle for selecting the succemuful
contractor disagreed with pn afsoasuent of
technical superiority made by a working-lavel
evaluation colttttee. See B-173137(1), October 8,
1971. Our review of the subject award, therefore, in
limited to'deciding whether the record reasonably
supports a conclusion that the award was rationally
founded, See Matter of Vinnell Corporation, 1-180557,
October 8,,1974."
jaae d;on our review of the entirs evaluation record, we find the

contracting officer's judgment that the top three pr6posals were
essentially equal froa a technical view to be rationally found
aen
notwithstanding Ocean Studi"s' view tit:, (1) it4i past expdrlenice and
acadasic natureashould have characterized its proposal as superior; and (2)
possible uncentainty exists as to thelvevmof effort to b.'expended
by the contractor, This finding Is prompted, in part, by tA detailed
examination made by the Department into all phases of the technical/
uenagement proposals in question--the record of which demonstrates,

t.. our view, the quality of the top three proposals.
Given tha essential equiility of technical proposals, the contracting
officer'.

d.4cision to then award the contract t0'Winzler & Kelley based

4
on the lv cerfcosts
contained in the association's proposal did not give
improppo
emphasis to cost. This decision merely applied the common
sense principle that if technical considerations are essentially
equal the only remaining consideration for the selection of a contractor

is Cost.

Cdnsidering Ocean Studies' argument that it was not given enough
hints as to how its proposal might be itproicr-d, the contracting
officer insists that the company "was advised of the Givernment
feeling that their proposal was to` heary (too many Ph.fl'), with too
high a number oi man-hours." Because of this position, and since
Ocean Studies has not submitted probative evidence to the contrary,
we do not agree that the discussions held with the association
were inadequate.
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Finally, the Department insists that it Adequately assemsed the
realism of the proposed costs of Winsler & KeIley's'proposal and
those contafned in all submitted proposals. A explained by the
contracting officer:
"A coat analysis was performed in conjunction with
the technical evaluation. This analysis is recorded
in the notes made by the Contracting Officet ;:i the
cost proposals themselves, see Tab C. A telephonic
check with the Defense Contract Audit Agency (DCAA)
was made of Winzler & Kelley's proposed labor, overhead,
and G&A rates on September 1, 1976. The cost analysis
plus the discussions with the technical c'imitcee indicated
that the SCOSC coat proposal was quite high because of the
large number of hours proposed nhid because of the use of higher
priced personnel than were needed. These facts were relayed to
SCOSC during the negotiation process."
The notations oI Winier & Kelicy's cost proposal'show that
the Department did qi'estion various items of proposed consultant
costs. The number of items questioned was fewer than the items
questioned in Ocean Studies proposal, however.
The numerical discrepancy and the quoted narrative suggest, as
Ocean Studies urges, tisait the cost a4alyuis made of Winzler & Kelley's
proposal was less thorough than the analysis zade of Oc'ean Studies'
costs. Neverth'eless, since some of the successful offeror's costs
were questioned, we cannot conclude that the lepartment failed
to comply with the minimal requirements of cost analyiss found
in PPR I 1-3.807-2(c) (1964 ed. amend. 103) which requires, among
other things, the examination of the "necessity for certain costs"
and the "reasonableness of amounts estiiated for the necedatry costs."
Ideally, the costs should have been examined in consideretiy more
depth in order to arrive at a valid shouid' cost estimatJfor the
proposal (in accordance with the cited regulatior
sie'recially since
award was being contemplated to the company. Recognizing that
Winzler & Kelley's peoposed costs we're, more thau $150,OO0 less. than
Ocean Studies' proposed costs, we consider it extrf'sely unlikely;.t?t7
an in-depth cost analysis would narrow the cost difference such that
the Department's current technical/cost tradeoff analysis would be
changed. Nevertheless, we are recommending that the Department ensure
that detailed should cost estimates are made in future procurements.

-6-~~~~~~~~~~~
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Protest denied.
Aithoughtwe denied the protest, we note that'the only guidanace
furnished uffmzavs about the relative Importance of cost was an RIP
statement that lcostas an award factor, shall be treated in accordance
with the Federal Procurement Regulations, paragraph 1-3.805-2." This
atatesent-which incorporates the cited paragraph'. general exhortations
that offerorr' proposed costs shall not be considered as controlling
and that a cost-type contract is to be awarded to the Government's
beat advantage--gave no indication Be to the relative importance of
cost as an award factorr compared with the specific technical factors
described in the -.
list th¶ relat Lye Sspnrtancs of
lto
Iven though the RIP'.
coat compared with the specific tephnical faccors was not prejudicial
to may offeror given the issential equality of technical proposals,
we are bringing the deficiency to the attention of the Secretary of
the Iterior.

Deputy

-7-
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Comptroller General
of the United States

Jacoa Cauniglp,]2m
Proc.
GENAL oW TME UNWED flAT
O

June 20, 1977

1-187587

Mr. Philip G. Read
Director, Federal Procurement
Regulations Division
general Services Administration
Dear Hr. Read:
Encluied Is a copy of our decision of today in Southern
Californ-1a Ocean Studies Consortium, B-187587, involving a procurement
by the Department of the Interior, together with a copy of our letter
to \:he Secretary of the InteŽiior concerning the decision. Our letter
points out that the request for proposals in question failed to
convey the relative importance of cost as an evaluation standard.
This circumstance is similar to the failure described in our
letter of September 14, 1976, copy enclosed, to you. Our prior litter
concerned a Department of Commerce solicitation which also failed to
convey the relative importance of cost as an evaluation standard.
Because of these fail 6 es we repeat the recommendation detailed
in our prior letter., namely: section 1-3.802(c) of ta Federal
Procurement Regulations (1964 ed. amend. 103) should be amended to
require specifically the disclosure of the relative importance of all
evaluation standards, including cost or price,
Please inform us as to the actioa taken on our September 14
recomeudation.
Sincerely yours,

/0%? A
Neputy
Enclosures

-

Comptroller General
of the United States
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The Honorable
The Secretary of the Interior
Dentr Mr. Secretary:

Vs macloam a copy of our decision of today, denying the
protest of Southern California Ocean Studies Consortium against
the award of a contract to Wiazler & Kelley, Consulting Engineeru,
for an environuwantal study of partd of the California coast. T're
protest was the 'iubject of reports dated December 13, 1976, and
February 4, 1977, from the Director, Office of Administrative and
Kanagement Policy.

Although we denied the protest, we draw your attention to
that part of our decision where we conclude thac the coLt analysis
ur4i of the successful offeror's proposal was not as extensive as
that made of the ptotester's cost proposal. Further, it is our view
that'a more thorough cost analysis of the successful offoror's cost
proposal would have been appropriate to arrive at a valid should
coat estimate for the proposal as conteuplated by Federal Procurement
Regulations S 1-3,807-2(c) (1964 ad. aend. 103). Consequently, we
recommend that your Department's cost analysis policy, be reexamined
with a view to improving the policy for future cost-reimbursenent
procurements to ensure the making of should cost estimates.
We also note that the only guidance an to the relative importance
of cost as an evaluation factor was a statement in the RFP that "c'ost,
as an award factor, shallrIV tr;¢ated in accordance with the Federal
Procurement Regulations, paragraph 1-3.805-2." This statement--which
incor'porates the ofted paragraph's general exhortations that offerors'
proposed coota shall not be% considered as controlling and that a
cost-type contract is to be awarded to the Government'a best advautage-gave no indicatiouaas to the relative importance of cost as an award
factor, compared with the specific technical factors described in
the R1P. We therefore recommend that future solicitations contati
specific information as to the relative importance of cost as an
evaluation factor.

I

5-187587

Plea. inform us as to the action taken on our recinendatiou.
Sincere).y yours,

Deputy

Comptroller General
of the United States

Enclosure
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